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One of the best narrative based game. Simple yet interesting.. I love this game really good, beautiful graphics, amazing storyline
really kept me gripped throughout and was kinda spooky at times, all and all really great game but I cannot find the sound track
for it can anyone help?. I love this music.. Helps set the mood. Perfect for relaxing. Magic muffins optional.. Awesome bit of
storytelling. Exploration and some mild puzzle-solving peppered with an excellent dialogue mechanic (with which the game
does some interesting things toward the end). Definitely worth a try.. In my review for this game, I said that not only is
Oxenfree different from the cliche plot it originates from, but it spits in the face of the plot it originates from. One reason is
because of its amazing characters, artstyle, dialogue etc. And this also applies for the soundtrack. The songs perfectly fit
whatever mood the game is currently in. Not only that, but they're really good to listen to. So if you love Oxenfree, then you'll
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love its OST. IS.LEAVE.POSSIBLE.. Nice soundtrack from amazin game which can be enjoyed anytime. Perfect when you
relaxing.
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